
Part number SES8022DP
2004-05 Dodge Neon SRT-4

2.4L Turbo 4 cyl.
The SES8022DP comes with 76mm flex

pipe, extended O2 sensor bung,
removable flange adapter to connect
to stock exhaust and  transform into a

full 76mm that connects to Injen’s
SES8022 full 76mm exhaust system.

1-  GD76-P106 metal gasket  (#17060)
2- m10 x 40mm bolts x 1.25    (#6038) 
2- 10mm flange nuts        (#6069)
4- m8 hardened  flange nuts (#6071)
1- SES exhaust decal        (#7027)
1- page instruction

Note:
Do to the sensitivity of the ECU,  
some or additional engine tuning 
maybe required to correct short
term fuel and timing trims. 

Congratulations! You have just purchased the best engineered,
dyno-proven stainless steel exhaust system.

Please check the contents of this box immediately.
Report any defective or missing parts to the Authorized Injen 
Technology dealer you purchased this product from.
Before installing any parts of this system, please read the instructions
thoroughly.  If you have any questions regarding installation please
contact the dealer you purchased this product from.
Installation DOES require some mechanical skills.  A qualified
mechanic is always recommended.
*Do not attempt to install the intake system while the engine is hot.
The installation may require removal of radiator fluid line that may
be hot.
Injen Technology offers a limited lifetime warranty to the original
purchaser against defects in materials and workmanship. Warranty
claims must be handled through the dealer from which the item was
purchased.  
Injen Technology  244 Pioneer Place Pomona, CA 91768 USA

Please check the contents of this box immediately.

Parts and accessories are available on line at “Injenonline.com”

Note: The installation of this SES exhaust does require mechanical skills.  Removal of the stock parts does require
loosening and removing several parts and screws that may be difficult.

Injen strongly recommends that this system be installed by a professional mechanic.  
SES8022DP- Full stainless steel 76mm down pipe,  O2
sensor  bung, flex line.  This system comes with an slip
fit adapter that connects to the stock exhaust. Kit comes complete with

nuts and bolts.


